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Pico Pico 1010
Smart Music Projector

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

Transform Your Audio
Jam into your favorite music anywhere you go.

Power Built Battery
160 Minutes run time for interruption-free viewing.

5200 5200 
mAh Battery

So Compact And Sleek
You wouldn't notice it's there.

Wireless Display
For a lucid gaming experience.

Hi-Fi Stereo Speakers
5W x 2 BT Speakers.

Product Name :  Pico 10

Product Code :  POR 1462 (Black)

Lamp Type :  LED

Speakers Included : 10W Speaker

In-built Battery :  5200mAh 

Package Contents: Smart LED Projector, Remote Control, Power Adapter, HDMI Cable, User Manual

Crystal Clear Brightness & Resolution: A portable mini projector that power packs hi-res and clarity onto 

your screen is here. Despite being compact it has 280 Lumen brightness all the while giving a crystal-clear 

480 p resolution. This portable projector gives out distortion-free images even after the application of the 

electronic zoom function. The projector has dual 5W in-built speakers that together with the hi-res enable 

a larger than life visual treat!

Keystone Correction For Seamless Visuals: The PICO 10 is equipped with the fortuitous Keystone 

Correction feature which ensures that the screen dimensions are absolutely perfect. Not to say the least it 

has two modes which are Auto Keystone Correction and Manual Keystone Correction, through which you 

can actually have a real control over the visual outputs.

Elegant & Sturdy Design: Portronics PICO 10 has a smooth, suave and sleek design, which is also very 

lightweight, strong and durable thanks to it having an Electroplated ABS Plastic body. The smart-projector 

has a battery of 5200 mAh due to which the device can function for up to 160 minutes on full charge.

Multiple Interface and Screen Mirroring: PICO 10 helps you configure in different ways. It has HDMI, AUX, 

Bluetooth and USB ports besides wireless configuration, which makes it all the more convenient to use. As 

for the screen mirroring feature you can do it through any interface, like Linux, Microsoft, Android or iOS!

Connect to Your AI World Effortlessly: PICO 10 is compatible with almost every smart device and the 

streaming experience through the compact projector is very realistic. The portable projector is compatible 

with a wide range of devices like mobile phones, laptops, TV, DVDs and tablets. You can experience theater 

like audio-visuals right at the comfort of your home.

Take Your Gaming Experience A Notch Higher: PICO 10 can seamlessly connect with PlayStation 3 & 4 and 

give you a surround sound gaming arena effect for a very aesthetically pleasing gaming experience. 

What’s better it is also compatible with the Xbox series, a feature that is rare in this line of gadgets!

Turn Your Projector Into A Speaker: PICO 10 is simply not just a projector, but can be used as a great 

speaker too! All you need to do is to turn on its bluetooth that is bluetooth 5.0 configured and let the music 

blaze on! The portable projector exudes just exceptional audio as with the visuals!

Powered by Android 9.0 Interface: The PICO 10 is a real MVP when it comes to connectivity accessibility! 

You can connect it to any lower or upper version of Android and you are all set to go!

Rear And Front Projection: The projector can be used in two modes of projection which are the rear and 

front projection. The rear projection mode allows for the rear placement of the projector and the screen 

showcases the stream, whereas in the front projection mode it is conventionally placed in front of the 

projection screen for playback!

Ceiling Friendly Projection: The PICO 10 comes equipped with a screw spot that lets you hang it from a 

ceiling stand and allows both Front Ceiling Projection and Rear Ceiling Projection. This feature allows it to be 

exceptionally handy and usable!

Screen Size of 150 Inches For Larger Visual Perception: PICO 10 has the capability to project a screen that is 

150 inches wide for a larger-than-life visual perception. The visuals don’t distort as the screen size is 

maximized but remains just the same as on a relatively lower scale.

Throw Distance from 0.6-14.7 Feet: The throw distance of PICO 10 is on a larger scale as compared to most 

of the gadgets in the portable range. This allows for a better accommodation range as more audiences 

can view the screen time without it garbling up!

30,000 Hours of Lifetime Run: The PICO 10 has an incredible run life of 30,000 hours which is very efficient 

and user-friendly. The portable projector is energy-efficient and also is repair friendly as compared to 

most hefty projector bodies.


